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GEOCACHING: A WORLDWIDE 
TREASURE HUNT ENHANCING 
THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM
Leicha A. Bragg, Yianna Pullen and Megan Skinner
Deakin University, Wooranna Park P.S., Dandenong North
Geocaching is a global treasure hunt that invites people of all ages 
to discover actively the beauty of their environment through the 
assistance of a Global Positioning System (GPS), mathematical 
know-how, and a bit of foraging. If you are seeking a new way 
to engage your students in a motivating and exciting real-life 
task, then geocaching might be the answer. The purpose of this 
article is to describe the experience of our school-based geocaching 
project undertaken with children in Prep (ages 5-6) and the 
senior primary Grades (ages 10-12). We will share the potential 
for mathematical learning and engagement. It is argued that 
geocaching provides the opportunity for rich engagement with key 
mathematical concepts that goes beyond what can be achieved 
during a typical lesson.
What is Geocaching?
Geocaching is a high-tech worldwide treasure hunt played throughout the world 
by adventure seekers of all ages with a strong sense of community and support for the 
environment (www.geocaching.com accessed July 21 2010). Geocache comes from the 
term Geo = earth and Cache = hidden supply or treasure (Christie, 2007). The ‘geocacher’ 
is equipped with a GPS device (see Figure 1), locates hidden containers called ‘geocaches’ 
in the environment and shares his/her experience online 
with the geocaching community. Geocaching was 
started in 2000 by a technology enthusiast in Oregon, 
U.S.A. wanting to test out the accuracy of his GPS. The 
bug for hiding and finding treasures soon took off with 
fellow GPS enthusiasts in hot pursuit. Today the leading 
geocaching website geocaching.com boasts over a 
million active geocaches around the world (http://www.
geocaching.com accessed 21st July 2010). A geocache is 
typically a small watertight container that holds a log 
book, pencil and little ‘treasures’. The treasures inside 
the geocache are usually inexpensive toys and trinkets. 
The geocache location coordinates and clues are posted 
on the internet for interested seekers. The understood 
protocol is that the finder enters their name in the log 
book, takes one item and replaces it with something of 
equal or greater value, and re-hides the geocache for the 
next geocacher. The seeker logs his/her find online for 
others to view.
Why Geocaching?
Many mathematics educators support the view that we should make mathematics 
real for students (Sparrow, 2008) and this is reflected in national and local curriculum 
documents. As Gerofsky (1996) noted, some mathematics educators have taken this 
challenge to mean creating higher quality and more varied word problems, the view being 
that making the connections to real-life situations is undertaken through students engaging 
in word problems. Yet there is evidence that suggests that some children who successfully 
perform mathematical problems in the ‘real-world’ are unable to solve word problems in 
a classroom context (Nunes, Schliemann, & Carrere, 1993). As Ainley (2004) suggested 
‘What is needed is more careful attention to designing and implementing conditions that 
maximize the opportunity for lively, challenging learning experiences.’ The Geocaching 
Program goes beyond the creation of word problems to provide a real-life connection but, 
rather, attempts to maximize the opportunity for lively learning experiences through linking 
classroom based learning to a community-based activity that goes beyond the school walls. 
Figure 1 - Children 
geocaching
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Geocaching offers ‘real and relevant mathematics’ (Sparrow, 2008, p.4) that connects 
a need to develop spatial skills to successfully engage in treasure hunting. The geocacher 
requires an understanding and awareness of the functions of a GPS, compass points, 
longitude and latitude, distance, reading and following maps, trip planning, drawing 
and using scale, interpreting data, and along with literacy and ICT skills,  undertakes 
physical exercise. Geocaching provides a link to fellow members of the community who 
are stimulated by treasure hunting and enjoy outdoor pursuits. Geocachers typically hide 
their geocache in a location that holds importance for them, e.g. along a favourite walking 
trail. The geocache seeker is provided with an insight into an area that may only be known 
to locals. As the seeker, you are able to see the world through another person’s eyes. For the 
hider there is an inherently satisfying feeling knowing you have given others the opportunity 
to share a location that is special to you. 
Geocaching in our school community 
Wooranna Park Primary School has placed a focus on the development of mathematical 
tasks that support a social constructivist perspective which originates from Piaget’s (1937) 
theory of the child’s cognitive development. An understanding of the world is constructed 
rather than passively received. Our aim was to find a vehicle for learning that would allow 
for the students to actively construct their mathematical knowledge through making 
mathematics relevant, engaging and challenging. The project groups included students 
from both the Prep class and the 5/6 unit. It was decided that by involving the youngest 
and the eldest children of our school community we would be better able to understand 
the potential for geocaching to enhance mathematical understanding across the primary 
school setting. 
At the planning stage teachers and mentor (Bragg) discussed the mathematical skills 
the students would need, and the understandings they required to find independently a 
geocache. The major curriculum focus became the development of spatial awareness, 
language and mathematical skills related to measurement, space, location and geography. 
Our general focus points were derived from the Australian Curriculum Draft (Australian 
Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2010):
• To assist students in becoming confident, creative users and communicators 
of mathematics. 
• To provide children with the opportunity to pose basic mathematical questions about 
their world and to strengthen their reasoning to solve personally meaningful problems.
• To provide experiences that will ensure the development of an increasingly 
sophisticated understanding of mathematical concepts related to measurement, 
space, location and geometry.
A series of lessons was developed focusing on the content descriptors for Measurement 
and Geometry content strand of the Australian Curriculum Draft  (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2010). The main curriculum focus was to improve 
students’ directional language when explaining location and the ability to read and produce 
accurate maps. The affective focus in the senior classes was engagement in mathematics and 
to promote mathematics in a real life context that was transferable from the classroom to 
community based situations. The Grade 5 and 6 students were chosen randomly across 
three class groups of 28. These students possessed a range of capabilities and varying interest 
levels from the highly motivated to the mathematical disengaged. 
The focus in the Prep area was to provide experiences that would further develop 
students’ spatial concepts. We encouraged the children to draw from the world around 
them and to build on their experiences by focusing on spatial aspects of their immediate 
environment. The results of the Early Year’s Interview (Detour) (The Department of 
Education and Early Childhood Development, 2010), was used to help select an initial 18 
children for the project. All children nominated to join the group were able to manipulate 
the ‘teddies’ in the interview and use the appropriate language when articulating the 
position of the teddy, for example the blue teddy is next to, behind, in front of the yellow 
teddy. Their ability to order numbers and count collections displayed a solid foundation in 
number sense. 
The Geocaching Program was launched as a secretive mission that was only to be 
discussed with family and friends. One of the key aspects of geocaching is that the location 
of geocaches should remain a secret and only revealed to fellow geocachers. The students 
were introduced to geocaching through a variety of mediums. The students viewed internet 
videos which were designed to explain the geocaching experience. Teachers used personal 
geocaching adventures to stimulate interest and curiosity by immersing students with 
stories and photos. The students were also given time to explore the geocaching website 
focusing primarily on frequently asked questions and how to get started. The students 
explored handheld GPS devices within the school grounds adding to the engagement and 
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excitement about the project. Time was provided for students to discuss the information 
with their peers and brainstorm questions about geocaching. For example, some of the 
students enquired, ‘Is it hard to do geocaching?’ and ‘What is going to be in a geocache?’ 
The teachers found that geocaching, as a vehicle for learning, enabled students to engage 
immediately and become interested in the prospect of using mathematics to find hidden 
treasure.
All lessons were designed to build on prior knowledge through hands on, exploratory 
tasks with a clear mathematical focus. Students were challenged to learn new concepts 
by working collaboratively with all participants both inside and outside the classroom 
environment. The Grade 5 and 6 students were responsible for mapping and hiding six 
geocaches around the school grounds. They created accurate scale representations of the 
school buildings and wrote directions using mathematical language to support the Prep 
children locating the ‘treasures’ (see Figure 2.).
The older students integrated learnt skills in compass directions and map reading to 
aid the younger students in successfully completing the task. The Preps built on their spatial 
awareness and the effective use of directional language through conversations with the older 
students, which included statements such as ‘we need to turn left’ and ‘go forward 10 steps.’ 
Figure 2 - Map to the in-school geocache
Early discussions with the Preps and initial drawings of maps highlighted a broad range 
of skills and conceptual development. The need to enrich spatial awareness and to further 
explore the understanding of directional language and mapping skills was apparent; an 
understanding of location can be a daunting challenge even for the adult mind. The use 
of still and flip video cameras to capture learning spaces and the classroom environment 
assisted in creating a larger, more concise map of the area and helped to further develop 
their spatial visualisation and spatial reasoning ability. Though this was a demanding task, 
the children remained focused, worked together, shared understandings and persisted with 
the task.
The children’s greatest challenge was to employ effectively their directional language 
when required to physically move and consider their position within the classroom space. 
Left and right, forward and backward were terms the children needed to rediscover. The Bee 
Bot© was employed to assist the children’s understanding of direction. The children placed 
arrows on the floor to plan a route. They walked the arrow route, verbally described their 
movements and programmed the Bee Bot© to recreate their steps (see Figure 3).
The culminating experience for students was an expedition to a local geocache hidden 
in the Dandenong area called ‘Bird N Worm’. The logistics of the excursion were the biggest 
challenge with permission forms, car seats and finding 
eligible drivers taking most of the organisational time. 
We decided on manageable group size of 10 students; 
five seniors and five juniors. We supplied one GPS per 
pair of students and incorporated a parent’s iPhone 
with a downloaded geocaching application available to 
support the search. The level of excitement was evident 
from the moment the students arrived at school that day. 
The teachers were impressed by the confident manner in 
which all the students handled the GPS and interpreted 
effectively the information it provided. The students 
referred regularly to the GPS as they walked and were able 
to relay confidently co-ordinate information, directed 
each other using compass points, and offered regular 
updates on distances to be covered to the geocache. Figure 3 - Bee Bot in action
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Assessing mathematical learning of geocaching 
The students’ mathematical learning in the Geocaching Program was assessed in a 
variety of ways, such as, student interviews, teacher observations, anecdotal notes, student 
work samples and reflective journals. Initially all students were requested to draw a map of 
their path to school and use directional language to describe the route. The mapping task 
was used as a formative pre-assessment task to gauge the students’ knowledge, and as a tool 
for comparison with a map produced at the end of the experience. It was noted that the 
students demonstrated basic mapping skills and simplistic directional language. The senior 
students worked collaboratively with the teachers to develop a rubric and set their learning 
goals for the project. A reflective journal was introduced as a tool for tracking student 
thinking and learning after each task or session. A collection of work samples, video footage 
and recorded conversations served as formative assessment and supported future planning. 
The summative assessment task required the senior students to produce an accurate 
scale map of the school grounds and directions which led to one of the six hidden geocaches 
within the school grounds. The use of the maps by a Grade 5 and 6 peer student and Prep 
buddy provided peer assessment of the effectiveness of the maps to find the geocache. The 
Grade 5 and 6 students completed a self-assessment questionnaire about their own map and 
discussed this evaluation in a one-to-one conference with their teacher. The prep students’ 
final assessment was to reflect verbally and present their experience to the larger group. 
The teachers witnessed the students’ appreciation for mathematics as a dynamic 
discipline that assisted in their interpretation and making sense of a wide range of 
experiences, as illustrated in an interview with a Grade Six child, Edward, who stated, ‘With 
school work it’s not as fun as geocaching … it’s all maths, writing and work.  With geocaching 
you get to find things, learn more things like compass and directions.’
  The students voiced a newly found appreciation for mathematics as they connected 
classroom tasks with real life experiences. Geocaching provided the opportunity for the 
students to become actively involved in rich mathematical tasks. The students could identify 
a real purpose to learning to draw maps to scale, writing clear concise directions, learning to 
use a compass, and reading coordinates. The children’s reflections highlighted growth and 
refinement of their mathematical knowledge and an appreciation for the social dynamics of 
learning, as illustrated in the following except from one student’s reflective journal.  
The compass points are the main part of a compass.  They are also called “Cardinal Points”. 
I learned that a compass is very hard to use…and find something in a snap.  I learned that 
geocaching is not only a way to spend weekends but it requires logic and maths.  You also need a 
sense of direction and self control so you don’t get lost.  I learned how to use a compass properly 
by working with my partner and communicating with her. – Rosy, May 5th 2010
The teachers witnessed an increased understanding of the students place in space and 
an improvement in the appropriate use of directional language. The Prep students began 
to produce more detailed maps; adding road signs, bridges and compass points. A Prep 
student, Thomas, was able to use the following directional language to explain his map, ‘the 
bridge goes over the pond’ and ‘the road is crossing the train tracks’.
A month into the project and the Prep students extended their inquiry about the 
compass and compass points to an exploration of the north and south poles. The senior 
students have been able to transfer and extend their understandings from the Geocaching 
Project to other mathematical tasks including making the links to angles, circles and scale 
when building tribal huts during their current project.
Conclusion 
While it was expected that the students would be interested in the Geocaching 
Program, the level of engagement, excitement and wonder was unprecedented. There was a 
buzz in the air, a spring in their step and children were pleading with the teachers to be part 
of the geocaching group. Some students have 
borrowed the GPSs to find and hide their own 
geocaches after school and on the weekends 
with their friends and family. One student, 
who was well known for his many years of 
disengagement in all aspects of schooling, was 
eager to share his geocaching stories with the 
school staff and students each day. He, like 
many of the senior students, was also extremely 
keen to assist the Prep students with how 
to read a compass and eagerly guided them 
during the geocaching trips. Figure 4 shows 
the cross-aged tutoring taking place during the 
geocaching project. Figure 4 - Cross-aged tutoring
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Another unexpected and heart- warming result was the level of family involvement in 
geocaching. A number of school families, like Rosy’s, were creating their own geocaching 
teams and spend weekends treasure hunting. Geocaching is a relatively inexpensive, family 
friendly activity. In less than three months one of the families from the school has found 
over 70 geocaches and is still going strong. 
Geocaching offers a student-centred, technologically rich adventure which ignites 
enthusiasm and engagement in mathematics for students of all ages. All children participated 
and felt success during this innovative and authentic program. The geocaching experience 
highlighted to the educators involved the need to ensure that tasks are relevant and real for 
students to generate genuine engagement and excitement in mathematics.
Websites
www.geocaching.com
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